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we are extremely pleased to receive this award from the prestigious siliconindia and see
the growing recognition and appreciation of our strategy and performance among leading

technology and consulting firms and the it industry at large. this is a milestone for us,
since we re-launched ciber in october 2013 as a transformation of a reputed consulting
firm to an it consulting firm. we are very pleased to have been recognized by such an

authoritative publication, which is an invaluable platform for us to work closely with our
customers and partners, and to keep them informed on our progress and achievements.
the name ciber, which is short for cibernetica, is a latin word that means information and
communication technology, said sunny mohan, vice president and global chief marketing
officer, ciber. siliconindia is a leading publication in the indian technology industry, and its

award is a recognition of the efforts we are making to position ciber as a technology
consulting firm and provide a global perspective. we are delighted to be recognised by

siliconindia for the work that we have done, as well as for the efforts we have been
making to position ourselves as a leading technology consulting firm and provide a global

perspective. the siliconindia award is an important validation of the work that we are
doing, and it is a testament to the great team that we have at ciber, said marla. today,

with the changing needs of clients, ciber is rapidly expanding its global services
capabilities and geographic reach. we are excited about our work with clients and helping

them stay at the forefront of their industry. we are confident that the award will only
encourage us to work harder and achieve greater heights for our clients and the ciber

brand.
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ciber is a global it consulting company with about
6,700 consultants in north america, europe and

asia/pacific, and approximately $1 billion in annual
revenue. client focused and results driven, ciber

partners with organizations to develop technology
strategies and solutions that deliver tangible business

value. founded in 1974, the company trades on the
new york stock exchange ( cbr ). for more information,
visit www.ciber.com this announcement is distributed

by nasdaq omx corporate solutions on behalf of
nasdaq omx corporate solutions clients.the issuer of

this announcement warrants that they are solely
responsible for the content, accuracy and originality of
the information contained therein.source: ciber, inc via
globenewswirehug#1758221 antamedia internet cafe

is a windows based client / server application that
secures public internet computers, kiosks, self service

devices, controls wifi hotspot laptops and mobile
devices, provides pos facilities and much more. your
public computers are protected with the client login
screen, while hotspot module shows login screen in

the users browser. cibers development team is driven
by the desire to serve the customers, and we try to

create robust and scalable systems for them, but we
realize that customers are not perfect and they make
mistakes. we are not perfect and are willing to learn
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from our customers, and we are committed to a
customer-first culture. ciber has an extensive

repertoire of services to offer, including application
integration for top isvs, such as sap, oracle and infor,
as well as application development, cloud, analytics
and more. in addition, he wrote that ciber in indias
delivery models match the business goals of clients

and that cibers indian team fosters an inclusive work
culture that encourages employees to embrace

change and be involved in every aspect of business.
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